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Outbound Links ?
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Outgoing Links
1. Crossref 
2. Web of Science
3. Google Scholar
4. UCF: Find Full Text
5. UCF: Find Full Text
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Crossref
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/servlet/linkout?suffix=null&dbid=16&doi=10.1111%2F1750-
3841.14053&key=10.1016%2Fj.jfoodeng.2015.08.011
Web of Science
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/servlet/linkout?suffix=null&dbid=128&doi=10.1111%2F1750-
3841.14053&key=000363825800020
Google Scholar
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_lookup?hl=en&volume=169&publication_year=2016&pages=165-
171&journal=Journal+of+Food+Engineering&author=V.+Glicerina&author=F.+Balestra&author=M.+Dall
a+Rosa&author=S.+Romani&title=Microstructural+and+rheological+characteristics+of+dark%2C+milk+
and+white+chocolate%3A+A+comparative+study 
Link Resolver
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/servlet/linkout?suffix=e_1_2_7_9_1&dbid=16384&doi=10.1111/1750-
3841.14053&url=http%3A%2F%2Fresolver.ebscohost.com%2Fopenurl%3Fauthtype%3Dip%2Curl%2Cgu
est%26custid%3Dcurrent%26groupid%3Dmain%26sid%3Dwiley%26iuid%3D2546758%26aufirst%3DV.
%26aulast%3DGlicerina%26aufirst%3DF.%26aulast%3DBalestra%26aufirst%3DM.%26aulast%3DDalla
%2BRosa%26aufirst%3DS.%26aulast%3DRomani%26atitle%3DMicrostructural%2Band%2Brheological
%2Bcharacteristics%2Bof%2Bdark%252C%2Bmilk%2Band%2Bwhite%2Bchocolate%253A%2BA%2Bco
mparative%2Bstudy%26stitle%3DJournal%2Bof%2BFood%2BEngineering%26volume%3D169%26date%
3D2016%26spage%3D165%26epage%3D171
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Crossref
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/servlet/linkout?suffix=null&dbid=16&doi=10.1111%2F1750-
3841.14053&key=10.1016%2Fj.jfoodeng.2015.08.011
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and+white+chocolate%3A+A+comparative+study 
Link Resolver
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/servlet/linkout?suffix=e_1_2_7_9_1&dbid=16384&doi=10.1111/1750-
3841.14053&url=http%3A%2F%2Fresolver.ebscohost.com%2Fopenurl%3Fauthtype%3Dip%2Curl%2Cgu
est%26custid%3Dcurrent%26groupid%3Dmain%26sid%3Dwiley%26iuid%3D2546758%26aufirst%3DV.
%26aulast%3DGlicerina%26aufirst%3DF.%26aulast%3DBalestra%26aufirst%3DM.%26aulast%3DDalla
%2BRosa%26aufirst%3DS.%26aulast%3DRomani%26atitle%3DMicrostructural%2Band%2Brheological
%2Bcharacteristics%2Bof%2Bdark%252C%2Bmilk%2Band%2Bwhite%2Bchocolate%253A%2BA%2Bco
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What can Springer do? Inbound Links
 Predictable, structured, URLs, that can be shared
• https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/17503841
• https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1750-3841.14053
Consistent, authentication that persists from host to host
X Normalize unofficial Full Text sources
“Approximately 6,000 articles published from November 2017 onward in 23 
Nature research journals will be uploaded to ResearchGate to the relevant author 
profiles.”
https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2019/03/01/springer-nature-syndicates-content-to-researchgate/
? Innovate to connect users to full text 
? Green OA hosting or linking
? Actionable article level OA metadata
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What can Springer do? Outbound Links
X Admin controls for Link Resolver
X Admin controls for authentication stem in URLs
X Context aware link resolver and authentication settings
X Admin controls for order and display of external links
X Offer OAdoi
X Enhance links to Google and to Link Resolvers
X Make persistent URLs shararable
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